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Acknowledgement
The COVID-19 pandemic has been a significant
disrupter of many industries throughout the
global economy. Many companies have reduced
their workforce size or cut back on their
employees’ work hours, making it challenging for
workers to get by. With unemployment &
downsizing on the rise, many are turning to the
gig economy.
Since the popularity of the gig economy is on
the rise, many platforms are raising their fees
and commissions that they charge their
freelancers and project owners alike.
From a macro perspective, GigEcoin will be
pushing the boundaries on how companies pay
people in the gig economy. We believe we are
at the forefront of the gig economy market,
more specifically we have a responsibility to be
the example and to set a standard for how the
future of the gig economy should be.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Introduction
Gig work consists of income-earning activities outside of
the traditional, long-term employer-employee relationship.
A gig is any temporary job that can range from delivery services to developing
apps. Gig workers may be called independent contractors, on-call workers,
contingent workers, temporary workers, freelancers, and even consultants.
A report by The Freelancers Union “Membership of 53 million” reveals that 34%
of the American workforce as of January 2021 are in the gig economy and it is
expected to rise to 52% in the near future. The gig economy distinguishes itself
from the permanent job market with employees getting paid based on the work
they do. It also encourages companies to implement the idea of project based
employment for improved efficiency and effectiveness.

visit us at gigecoin.io

One of the major challenges with freelancer contracts is that freelancers and part
timers are paid less compared to full time employees. They also lack job security
and are offered no incentives. These problems that freelancers face in the gig
economy can be solved with a decentralized platform connecting the project
owners and part-timers. This Whitepaper will be introducing GigEcoin, which is
the first blockchain-based decentralized platform that can streamline the
processes in the gig economy and function as a fast emerging mode of secure
transactions
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Problem Statement
The main problem with the gig economy – that is, pay, rights and
conditions – are to do with a gap in our outdated employment laws
that gig companies exploit to gain a competitive advantage.
With 20-50% of jobs in MNCs being outsourced; the potential for the gig
economy expands to multiple industries globally. The gig economy has been on
the rise since the recession in 2008 has been instrumental in bringing down
global unemployment rates and resource inefficiencies.

middlemen, and since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic the global
market has been crashing, and a large number of MNCs have been downsizing
and cutting down costs; therefore they have turned to gig workers or freelancers
to work on a project basis.

Even though several centralized job outsourcing platforms already exist and are
still widely popular, the core obstacles faced by freelancers in the gig ecosystem
still go unaddressed. In a centrally controlled outsourcing industry, project
owners and part timers alike are highly exploited by intermediaries and

That way they will be saving up on taxes, payroll, insurance, and so many more
employment-related costs.The gig economy has been the industry with the
biggest rise during the current pandemic, as it also provides location flexibility
which can be beneficial for both employer and workers.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Gig workers
While there are quite a few pros to gig economy jobs,
there are also downsides that make it difficult:

No benefits.

Quarterly taxes, personal expenses.

Unfortunately, for most gig economy jobs, benefits aren’t part of the package
and because you’re not a full-time employee of the organization, the laws
regarding the benefits the company are required to give you are different. Some
businesses will offer benefits to longer-term contractors, but this is rare. Gig
economy workers should plan on budgeting for purchasing private insurance.
They also need to plan retirement and budget how much of their pay check to
put towards that each month. There are many options for how to save money
for retirement. Most businesses will not handle this for freelance workers, so
it’s best to talk to a financial advisor and find out what the options are and
which are best for each individual situation.

Similarly, most companies won’t remove taxes from your pay check for you.
That means paying taxes is something you will have to plan for. Most freelancers
should plan on paying 25-30 percent of each of their pay checks for taxes and
disbursements.
Gig economy workers are also usually responsible for personal expenses
associated with working, like laptops and cell phones. While these can be written
off for taxes, it’s important to be careful with what you deduct. Many freelancers
find it best to work with an accountant so they can go over all the things they use
for their work and know what to write-off against their taxes.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Hirers
Less reliable workers.
Sometimes, gig economy workers are looking for remote jobs because they
aren’t willing to work in full time employment. This is unfortunate for
businesses, and they should be thorough in setting up expectations and in
selecting freelance workers to ensure they will have a reliable employee.

Tight regulations on contractor status.
Businesses interested in hiring freelance workers need to understand all the
regulations for contractor status in their jurisdictions. Some states require
written agreements, others are “at -will” statements, meaning either
employee or employer can end the relationship at any time. There is often
paperwork that needs to be filled out and income information that is
different from regular full-time employees, this can be time consuming and
difficult for businesses to navigate.
Workers in the gig economy are vital to the ever-changing landscape of the
corporate world. While there are both pros and cons to freelance workers, all
sides can agree that gig economy careers are continuing to impact businesses.

Rigged workers information & extra charges.
With manipulated worker ratings and feedback, the centrally managed
outsourcing medium may mislead organizations to outsource under-qualified
resources. Moreover, hirers have to pay up to 20% additional payment
as service charges for the central platform. For organizations expanding to
multiple regions, it gets more difficult to find the most suited plan to have
access to the best talent pool as different regions have different tax
reporting structures. In this scenario, job outsourcing becomes a hard nut to
crack because project owners have to identify the best option in terms of tax
benefits and the work skills of the part-timer.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Vision
GigEcoin will be revolutionizing the gig economy’s
current systems & operating procedures by making it
fair for all participants. Leveraging the decentralized
ledger technology of Blockchain; GigEcoin is launching a
platform for freelancers and project owners to interact
and transact for various types of gigs, below are the
main features of the platform:
• Crypto payments: GigEcoin will be transacting payments with its own
coin. This provides an option to the freelancers to earn extra value based
on the increase of valuation of the cryptocurrency in the market as it will
also be traded in multiple digital asset exchanges.

• Multinational transfer pricing ledger : Enabling organizations to execute
smooth outsourcing across multiple regions, reducing audit risks,
decreasing transactional and administrative costs in labor, goods
and service tax filing.
• Workflow management: Custom protocols that are embedded in the GigEcoin
platform helping businesses to manage complex tasks and procedures like
automated statutory tracking, documentation and data management.
• Crypto to fiat easier way to pay: In the near future, GigEcoin will be launching
a prepaid Visa or Mastercard that gig owners and workers can use to pay for
Everyday needs such as online shopping, bill payments or everyday purchases.
Accepted wherever Visa or Mastercard is accepted, our crypto to fiat prepaid
cards provide a more convenient and secure mode of payment rather than Fiat or
Cryptocurrencies.

• Low to zero service charges: By cutting out the middlemen from the
transaction, GigEcoin facilitates transactions between project owners and
part-timers directly with low to zero service charges.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Gig Ecoin
GigEcoin is a job outsourcing platform, that facilitates
seamless and easy transactions between gig workers & gig
owners with almost no service charges for the platform itself.
GigEcoin will be built on the blockchain to ensure the integrity and security of
the transactions and information on the platform.
The platform’s architecture has been created in such a way to tailor to all
the needs of the current gig economy, bearing in mind that we need to bring
solutions to today’s gig economy’s problem and with the need to improve
user experience and payments as well to create more loyalty to the
platform.
With the revolutionary concept that GigEcoin will be bringing, we will be
applying an easier transactional platform, which can handle various sizes of
gigs and is set out to be the first-ever Blockchain-based autonomous
decentralized staffing platform.

The GigEcoin platform will be ensuring transparency, fair trade, and sustainability
with end-to-end tracking and traceability.
As mentioned earlier, the platform is a decentralized distributed ledger on the
blockchain which stores work and payment-related information on a system
shared by multiple entities with similar information.
Work hours, overtime, bonuses, deductions, taxes, and contributions are all
validated on the blockchain for freelancers to ensure a higher level of integrity
and transparency.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Features
• Fast & Secure Transactions:
Having no dependency on currency, location, or wire transfer restrictions; GigEcoin
offers much faster and more secure peer-to-peer transactions avoiding middlemen and
processing the payment directly between the participants.

• Reducing Costs:
Having no need for any third-party involvement, transactional cost and platform fees have
been significantly reduced. Transaction fees imposed by the token are extremely low and
save cost for both gig workers and gig owners alike.

• Scalable:
Having no restrictions or any constraints, the GigEcoin platform has been built to
accommodate the global freelancer community and having a wide variety of talents
that will cater to companies of all sizes globally.

• Real-Time Reporting:
GigEcoin provides increased visibility and better control over key tax deadlines and potential
issues in all the countries of gig owner’s operation. Real-time flagging of information will
enable faster validation and improved transparency.

• Reliability & Transparency: All transactions that take place on the platform are
recorded and stored on the blockchain which makes it immutable and secure. It also
provides added transparency for the members of the platforms as it enables public
access to ratings, work hours, feedback, and reviews.
• Workflow Data Management: GigEcoin’s workflow management module helps manage
complex tasks like automated statutory tracking, document management, and smart
contracts in organizations. The platform streamlines the workflow management process
with a single currency for labour, goods, and services. The Blockchain-powered platform
provides users flawless and unimpeachable data that can be accessed globally on the
decentralized platform.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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• Mu lt ination al Taxin g:
GigEcoin allows tax departments to ensure
a timely and accurate compliance process
in an ever-changing international tax
landscape. Multinational employers and
international payroll professionals will make
use of the smart contract technology to match
tax data with the payment and calculate the
correct tax and social security amounts.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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How does it work
The GigEcoin platform is powered by blockchain and all
data and information are stored on a distributed ledger
and all transaction executions are carried out either
through a smart contract or a multisig wallet. Here are
some of the features of the platform:
• Zero Fees:
Being a decentralized platform, GigEcoin eliminates the need for middlemen
therefore there will be no commissions or service charges in the form of Credit
Consensus Ratings and Aggregate Analytics.
• Options to E arn More:
Crypto payments that eliminate migrant work agents fees or recruitment costs.
• Paymen ts:
Exchange smart contracts and pay workers in-App using NEOBanking.

• Authe ntic Ratin gs & Feedback:
All information of gig workers is stored in an immutable blockchain system
providing authentic user ratings and feedback to all platform users.
visit us at gigecoin.io
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The diagram right shows the high-level
architecture of the GigEcoin ecosystem and
as the jobs are created and how the gig
workers can bid for jobs:

visit us at gigecoin.io
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• Proof of Utility:
GigEcoin Platform allows users the ultimate data ownership with a secure gateway that
prevents the information from being hacked or shared. Built to be the first crypto asset
of its kind, Gig Economy Platform consists of Blake2s Proof of Utility Algorithm Hashing
for impressive performance, speed, longevity and adaptability.
• Decentralized P2P Network:
As GigEcoin is being built on the blockchain where it stores all the transactional data.
The gig transactions are executed through smart contracts. Hirers and hirees can
sign on a m u l t i s i g wallet to complete a gig transaction. Once executed, the
transaction data is immutably stored in a P2P network.
• T ran sac tio n Validation:
Transaction validation on the platform is done either via smart contracts or a multidig
wallet. In a smart contract-based validation, the deliverables are defined in the
smart contract and upon completion of the work, both participants have to endorse the
completion so that the smart contract can execute and disburse the gig fee to the
hirees. I n a multi-gig wallet, the gig money is sent to a multi-gig wallet. Only when
both participants sign off on the transaction, will the funds be released to the
freelancer’s wallet.
• Dispute Manage men t:
Dispute is an inevitable fact in the gig economy. GigEcoin manages the dispute
with its P2P network. The users in the network can register for dispute moderators.
When a dispute occurs, the disputed case is presented to a group of moderators based
on a custom distribution algorithm. Moderators can evaluate the gig transaction and
vote in favour or against the claim. The moderators will be rewarded with GigEcoins
as they moderate the disputes. The incentives for the moderators will be deducted
from the claimant.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Market opportunity
In the past several years, a growing number of workers
have turned to the gig economy—that section of the
labour market that relies on short-term contracts—jobs
as their main source of income.

The growth in the number of gig economy workers has become even more
apparent at the onset of the COVID-19 outbreak in 2020. With businesses
laying off employees or cutting down on operating hours, 9-5 workers had to
seek other opportunities to either supplement their cash flow or to become
full-time independent workers.
According to a study conducted by ADP Research Institute, the gig economy
accounts for a third of the world’s working population. It is no wonder that
this industry is set to cross the $500 billion mark in gross volume within a
five-year period.

• Gig economy has the second-highest number of work opportunities offered.
(Hayes et al., 2019)
•

24% of workers across 19 countries are full-time gig workers while 9% are
also employed in a traditional setting. (Hayes et al., 2019)

•

Gig economy’s market was worth $248.3 billion in 2019 and was estimated to
reach $296.7 billion in 2020. (Sbai, 2021)

•

Approximately 68 million workers in the United States work freelance.
(Statista, 2021)

•

By 2028, the population of US-based freelance workers is projected to reach 90.1
million. (Statista, 2021)

The freelancing economy is an ever-growing market with more and more people
getting into gig work every year. In a survey, nearly half of all the freelancers
currently active in this field of work saw an increase in demand and are expecting
to raise their revenue in the coming years as well. I f only 0.01% of the freelancer
community were to use our platform - which is feasible for our project, the
amount of money in circulation on our platform would exceed 100M US Dollars.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Marketing objectives & strategies
Our main objective is to establish and maintain a
strong presence within our selected target markets,
as well as build a network of professional industry
connections in the commercial and residential
segments of the outsource industry, both domestically
and internationally.

The management intends to maintain an extensive, cost-effective, targeted
marketing campaign that will ensure maximum visibility for our platform using
a variety of marketing techniques and strategies, which are mentioned below:
• Establishing an online presence by engaging in social media campaigns to
drive traffic to our website outlet and advertise on our platform.
• Approaching our target market by emailing newsletters to enhance
our client base and keep our subscribers updated with new products
and services.
• Issuing press releases to obtain publicity and increase the visibility of
our platform.
• Participating in all estate industry conferences, expo’s and trade shows
to advertise our platform, gain exposure and build industry connections.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Gig tokens
GigEcoin will be issuing GIG tokens, a Binance-chain
based token for utility and value. GIG tokens will be
digital assets bearing a value based on their underlying
utilities. GIG tokens will be using the BEP20 technology,
Binance chain-based token pegged to USDT.

Security and predictability compared to building and running an independent
blockchain network.
• Reduced Volatility.
• Use of robust and well-supported clients.
• High liquidity (interchangeable with other Binance chain-based tokens).
• Easier listing on exchanges with infrastructure already in place.

The GIG token is an infrastructural utility token with reduced volatility. It is
going to be used as a primary tool to power the GigEcoin platform and establish
a gig economy community. There are several different functions that will
require the use of the GIG token, such as making or receiving payments for
works done, service charges, etc.

• Binance Chain smart contracts are enabled to a very transparent and secure
way of profit.
• Sharing among the token holders.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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GigEcoin ICO
The GigEcoin token generation event will commence
in Q4 of 2021 for a duration of approximately 30 days.
During this time, GIG tokens will be available through
partner exchanges and the token sale platform of
GigEcoin. Details of the sale structure will be posted to
the https://gigecoin.io

Token Production
The fund-raising and release of GIG utility tokens is intended to finance
the development of the platform and to attract the best talent to make the
product as reliable as possible. A part of the fund will be used for marketing
efforts and advertising the project. GIG tokens will be used to pay for
services for the platform. Those services are provided in layers (transaction
payments, moderator payments, module subscription charges). Any amount
raised will be directed at product development.
42% of GIG Tokens the token generation event are to be sold in multiple stages
including a private sale, a pre-sale and a public sale.
20% of the GIG tokens are reserved/locked for future use and 5% of the tokens
are reserved for the advisory board and development team with a 12 month
lock up period.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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The ICO will start during the fourth quarter of 2021. A
total of 100,000,000 GIG tokens will be released. The
cost of 1 GIG token is estimated to be USD0.10 US in
the private sale and it is set to be at USD0.20 during the
public sale. The token distribution and the planned
budget allocation are as mentioned below;
• 30% of GIG tokens are reserved for Public sale.
• 20% of GIG tokens are reserved for future use and 5 %
of the token is allocated for advisors and 5 % to the
founder.

Token Allocation
Em ploy ee
I nc en tiv e s
1M
Mark e ti n g,
Re w a rd s

Private sale a t 0.10$

A i rd ro p s
1. 5 M

Reserve
20M

7.5 M
Private Sale a t 0.15$
10M

Bur ning
20M

Public Sale
30M

Founder
Advisor
5M
5M

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Tokenomics
Token Symbol

GIG

Total Token Supply

100,000,000

Hard Cap

$100,000,000

Funds Distribution:
The funds raised from GigEcoin Tokens will be used
for the following:

GIG Token Distribution

• Platforms and I T
Private
Sale

7.5
M ill ion

$0.10

PreSale

15
M ill ion

$0.15

P u b li c
Sale

20
M ill ion

$0.20

Advisor

5 M il lion

Loc ke d For
1 year

Founder

5 M il lion

Burning

20 M ill ion

Rese rve
Marketing,
Rewards,
Airdrops
Employee
Incent ive s

20 M ill ion

• Legal Fees
• Sales and Marketing
• Operational Expenses

Loc ke d For
1 year

10%
30%

Legal

Sales &
Marketing

PERCENTAGE

30%
Platform
& IT

Unt ill
25 M illion
Us e r s

30%
1.5 M illion

Operations

Legal
Ope rati ons

Platform & IT
Sales a nd Marketing

1 Mil lion

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Business model
The GigEcoin platform will streamline the entire outsourcing process by
enabling automated transactions between hirers, hirees and moderators.
Overview
Our business model is based on creating a decentralized, long and short-term
outsourcing platform in commercial and freelance model powered by trustbased blockchain technology. Smart contracts and utility tokens make the gig
process less costly, more convenient and more secure by providing
transparent and efficient transactions while removing the need for third-party
oversight.
Our entirely decentralized and transparent ecosystem is based on the Binance
blockchain which will provide the following advantages to its users:

• Low to zero service charge for hirees to complete a gig order.
• Low to zero service charge for hirer to complete a gig order.
•

Opportunity to apply to become a moderator and earn GIG tokens as they
resolve gig disputes.
Options for SMEs and corporations to subscribe to one of the various modules
•
available on the platform such as:
Multinational transfer pricing module
• Workflow data management module
• Multinational taxing module
•

visit us at gigecoin.io

Our ads’ API Profile on the GigEcoin Economy Platform dApps provides a FullService Solution for Publishers, Marketers, Game Developers, etc. Advertising is
one of our revenue modules in marketing communication; which employs
an openly sponsored, non-personal message to promote or sell a product,
service, or idea. Sponsors of advertising are typically business clients wishing to
promote their products or services.
Advertising is differentiated from public relations as an advertiser pays for the
service and has control over the message on our platform. It differs from
personal selling as the message is non-personal, i.e., not directed to a particular
individual. Advertising is communicated through various mass media platforms
including blogs, social media updates, or websites. The actual presentation of
the message in a medium we will be referred to as an advertisement or “ad” or
advert.

A detailed analysis of our on-demand
Gig Economy Platform
• Talent Solutions: The biggest source of revenue for the Gig Economy
Platform (representing about 50% of the possible revenue in fiat) is access
to the recruiter tool. This is basically access to a massive database of passive
and active job seekers (professionals looking for a new position; as well as
those who may be happy in a current job but a good fit for an opening). This
part of the product is geared primarily for corporate recruiters, and it’s priced
at a rate that only larger companies can really afford.
• Marketing Solutions: This revenue will be from display ads-the 300x250
and 728x90 banners users can see on the mobile tabs and on a website.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Revenue model
To help undertake our efforts in a fiscally beneficial
way, GigEcoin plans to tokenize its platform and
establish the following revenue-generating streams:
AdvertisingStreams
b. Sponsored Stories

b. Page Views

b. Promoted Posts

b. Effective RPM

c. Side Top Lower- bar Ads

c. Displayed Ads

• Premium Subscriptions: This is our premium product that most of our
business users will have either signed up for or seen countless promos for; it
allows you to see who is accessing your profile and send messages directly
to other users (among other features).
• Transfer Pricin g Ledger Service Charge:
By using a fixed 20% of total spend usage, the GigEcoin serves as a service
charge on all transactions required at all pay points in the circle of all
GigEcoin product use.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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• Crypto to Fiat Transacti ons: The U.S.
payments landscape is evolving rapidly.
Today, the use of debit cards accounts for 25
percent of all consumer purchase. The usage
volume has gone up from 6 percent in 2000
to 13 percent in 2005. Consumers changing
shopping and payment behaviors, and
merchants’ preferences to reroute payment
transactions to pay lower interchange fees
are all creating downward pressures on debit
revenues. With GigEcoin issuing its own debit
cards, crypto to fiat transactions will carry
a service charge by fee or percentage on the
amount spent. It charges a withdrawal fee
and a one-time card issuance fee that will be
charged on fiat transactions.

• Video Stream in g ( SVoD): Data on the global
subscription video on demand (SVoD) market
showed that revenue almost doubled between
2016 and 2018, growing from just over 17
billion U.S. dollars to 36.05 billion. Further
rapid growth is predicted to continue in the
future, and by the year 2024, the revenue is
expected to surpass 87 billion U.S. dollars.
Only the Gig Economy Platform allows full SVoD.
The following Key Market Indicators give an
overview of the demographic, economic and
technological development of the selected
region on the basis of general KPIs. The
calculation of Statistic’s Market Outlook
is based on a complex market-driven logic
including over 400 region-specific data sets.

Advertising
• The U.S. payments landscape is evolving rapidly. Today, the use of Revenue in the Video
Streaming (SVoD) segment is projected to reach US$71,506m in 2021
• Revenue is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR 2018-2022) of 11.03%, resulting in a
market volume of 23.9 billion US dollars by 2022 and to rise to exceed 108.6 billion dollars by 2025.
• User penetration rate is at 12.9% in 2021 and is expected to hit 20.4% by 2022.
• The average revenue per user (ARPU) currently amounts to US$47.60 in 2021.
• In global comparison, most revenue is generated in the United States
(36 billion US dollars in 2021) Research.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Road Map
Q4 2021

Q1 2022

Launch of Gig eCo in
L a u n ch of Web sit e
Set t in g u p soci al m e d i a
Accounts

Q3 2021
Launch of Community Hub
Website Planning
Development and
Deployment of smart
contract

T o k e n sal e ( P u b l i c o ffer i n g)
M ar k et in g
A P I int egr ation w ith Fiverr,
Up w o r k , D r i b b l e )

2021 Q4
S ma r t C o n t r a ct
d e p l o y m e n t o n M a in n et
D e v e l o p m e n t o f wallet

Q3 2022
List in g o n cen t ralized
Exchange

Q2 2022
T o k e n Wall et R e l e a s e
All in 1 A p p
develo p men t

visit us at gigecoin.io
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The team

Renatto Dimarzio
Head Blockchain Advisor
Visionary Entrepreneur with deep
experience in setting up mall to medium
companies. Crypto & Blockchain advocate.

Neil Saggar
CEO
BSc. Of Business Management & Finance.
CEO of RGF Group LLC, CEO of Made in Chelsea Ltd.
VP of Man Group PLC. Possesses an international
wealth of experience in business management
and finance operating at the highest
level of business for over 25 years.

Shameer Thaha
Chief Advisor & Strategist
A serial technopreneur on a mission to
liberate 7 billion creative minds. He is the CEO
of Accubits (MENA) a technology company that
focuses on AI and Blockchain. Accubits is one
of the world leaders in Blockchain and ICO
technology with operations in Middle East,
Indonesia, Singapore, Hong Kong and USA.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Raphael Cossetti
Director, Communications
BSc. Of Science, East Michigan University.
Blockchain & FinTech enthusiast & expert.
Possesses vast experience in project and business
management having launched multiple projects and SMEs.

Mark Coles
Director, Marketing & Design
25 years of glowing resume and deep knowledge
of marketing, branding, & design Consulted on
projects for FI FA, Warner Brothers, PGA Tour Golf,
and many more top projects.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Melf Teske
Business Development Director

BA of Business Administration & International Management.
Years of project management experience. Has worked for Google on
Android location based services, quality control and partner enablement.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Legal Disclaimer
This whitepaper is for information purposes only and is
subject to change. It is drafted to serve as the primary
source of information about GigEcoin and its GIG token
to potential token holders and is not to be considered
exhaustive. GigEcoin cannot guarantee the accuracy
of the statements made or conclusions reached in this
document. This whitepaper includes references to thirdparty data and industry publications. While GigEcoin
believes that this industry data is accurate and that its
estimates and assumptions are reasonable, there are no
assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of this
data. This whitepaper is not a prospectus or disclosure
document, and is not an offer to sell, nor the solicitation
of an offer to buy any investment or financial instrument
in any jurisdiction, and should not be treated or relied

nor a recommendation by GigEcoin, its directors, officers,
employees, agents, managers, advisors or consultants, or
any other person to any recipient of this document on the
merits of the participation in the Token Sale. Participation
in this Token Sale carries substantial risks and may lead
to a loss of all or a substantial portion of the amount
spent. Unless you fully understand and accept the nature
of GigEcoin and the potential risks inherent in GIG tokens
including but not limited to, losing the entire amount you
allocated to purchasing GIG tokens, do not participate
in this Token Sale. GIG tokens should not be acquired for
speculative or investment purposes with the expectation of
making a profit or immediate resale. No promises of future
performance or value are or will be made with respect to
GIG tokens, including no promise of inherent value, and/

upon as one. This whitepaper does not constitute advice,

or promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee that

GIG tokens will hold any particular value. GIG tokens are
not being structured or sold as securities, commodity, or
any other kind of financial instrument, and have not been
registered under the Securities Act, the securities laws
of any state of the United States, or the securities laws
of any other country. GIG tokens are sold as a functional
good, and all proceeds received by GigEcoin may be spent
freely by GigEcoin, absent of any conditions set out in
this whitepaper. Other than its purpose described in this
whitepaper, GIG token is not to be used for any purpose
including but not limited to, any investment, speculative or
other financial purposes. As of the date of publication of
this whitepaper, GIG tokens have no known potential uses
outside of the GigEcoin platform ecosystem and are not
permitted to be sold or otherwise traded on third-party
exchanges.

visit us at gigecoin.io
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Caution regarding forward-looking statements
This whitepaper contains forward-looking statements or information (collectively “forwardlooking statements”) that may constitute estimates or predictions and thus cannot be
blindly relied on. In some cases, these forward-looking statements can be identified by
words or phrases such as “may’: “will’: “expect’: “anticipate’: “aim’: “estimate’: “intend’:
“plan’: seek’: “believe’: “potential’: “continue’: “is/are likely to” or the negative of these
terms, or other similar expressions intended to identify forward-looking statements.
Forward-looking statements are based on certain assumptions and analyses made by
GigEcoin in light of its experience and perception of current conditions, historical trends
and expected future developments and other factors it believes are appropriate and are
subject to risks and uncertainties. Actual future events may differ from the ones envisaged
or expected. Given such risks, prospective participants in this Token Sale should not place
undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. Risks and uncertainties include but
are not limited to those identified in this whitepaper. GigEcoin undertakes no obligation to
update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances after the date of
this whitepaper. GigEcoin does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and
warranties whatsoever including but not limited to:
• Any representations or warranties relating to merchantability, fitness for a particular
purpose, suitability, wage, title, or non-infringement;

• That the contents of this document are accurate and free from any errors.
• That such contents do not infringe on any third-party rights. GigEcoin shall have no
liability for damages of any kind arising out of the use, reference to, or reliance on the
contents of this document, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
Any GIG tokens could be impacted by regulatory action, including potential restrictions on
the ownership, use, or possession of such tokens. GigEcoin reserves the right to amend the
intended functionality of its GIG tokens, in which case GigEcoin will update the relevant
contents of this whitepaper and upload the latest version of this to its website. GigEcoin
business is subject to various laws and regulations in the countries where it operates
or intends to operate. There is an inherent risk that certain activities of GigEcoin may be
deemed in violation of any such laws or regulation. Additionally, changes in applicable laws
or regulations or evolving interpretations of existing laws could, in certain circumstances,
result in increased compliance costs or capital expenditures, which could affect GigEcoin’s
profitability, or impede GigEcoin’s ability to carry on the business model and the GIG tokens
model proposed in this whitepaper.
The English language version of this whitepaper shall prevail in case of its translations or
citations to other languages. Any information obtained through channels other than the
official GigEcoin website and/or social media is not to be relied upon.
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